The Benefits of DEI in
Business by the Numbers
Why businesses must invest in diversity & inclusion now
The pursuit of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) fueled an 800% increase in demand
for recruiters specializing in diversity between 2017/18 and 2019/20. Business leaders are
strategically investing to make their companies more diverse and therefore more successful.
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Diversity Leads to Smarter, More Creative Teams
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Companies Taking the Lead on Inclusivity
Google and Zoom both offer live captioning
for more inclusive conferencing

Slack has a screen reader feature to
accommodate Blind employees

Microsoft has a neurodiversity hiring program to ID
employees which traditional recruiting policies may exclude

To embrace diversity and inclusion in your workplaces, consider Verbit. Our
video captioning, Zoom transcription for note taking purposes and audio
description solution help to create more supportive, effective environments
for employees with disabilities. These tools are also shown to help entire
workplaces perform and communicate more efficiently. To learn more
about Verbit to improve workplace DEI, HR training sessions, meetings with
clients, virtual events and employee meetings, contact us.
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